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Lots of people had said this, it’s called the acts of the Apostles, but it’s really the acts of the 
Holy Spirit, breaking out of every box people try to put Him in. Breaking out of tradition and 
hypocrisy and ethnic divides and social status and dysfunctional nationalistic tendencies. If we 
keep an eye out for the boxes, they are there, and He busts them wide open every time. It’s 
awesome to watch. 
 
Story starts with a bang, Jesus back alive, ascending to Heaven and promising to return. Next 
week we get to see the Holy Spirit burst onto the scene and cause some awesome havoc and 
really kickstart the whole narrative. And right in the middle is … 
 
This is the passage we are reading. That famous, well-loved passage of replacing Judas with 
some other guy who never gets mentioned again. [sarcasm] 
 
Funny- but sometimes we do run into Scripture that seems random, disconnected. We believe all 
Scripture is helpful and useful for teaching and correction and growing, but if we are honest, 
sometimes we don’t get what some passages have to do with anything.  
 
This is one of them. I could literally tell this story in a sentence. They went back home, prayed, 
and rolled some dice to decide who would replace Judas. Done, end of story. 
 
And sometimes that is our tendency, but we see so often how when we slow down, we get to 
see things we couldn’t before when we were sprinting past them. And this passage is no 
exception. 
 
I think what these next few verses do is they give us a peek at what the human component to 
the book of Acts looks like. If the story of the book of Acts Is really the story of the Holy Spirit, 
then we can be left saying ok then what is our job? What do we contribute? I think this passage 
can help us start to see exactly what our part is. Because the people we see here in these next 
few verses seem VERY different than the crew we just saw in the Gospels, even just in the first 
part of this chapter. What changed for them? That’s what we are digging into today. 
 
This passage boils down to one word for me: submission. 
 
We see a growing–it’s not perfect, and it gets refined as the story continues for sure–but it’s a 
growing willingness on the part of the disciples and followers of Jesus to submit to Jesus’ way 
of doing things. That when what they want and what Jesus says come into conflict, they are 
increasingly willing to defer to Jesus. All the way from deeply rooted bias, to how they see each 
other, to where they go and when. We more and more get the picture that they just really want 



 

 

to do what Jesus says, above anything else. And they are making that happen by developing 
this posture of submission. 
 
BUT, that’s not our initial instinct for most of us is it? Already some of us are on the defense. 
Some of us already feeling squirmy, because when we think of submission it’s not in a positive 
light. 
 
In our world submission is so often associated with weakness, powerlessness, laziness maybe, 
failure. We look around and see that the go-getters of the world are people who are assertive, 
even aggressive. The dream is to be your own boss for much of the population. We love our 
rights, because it means we are in charge. Nothing feels better to us than calling the shots, 
going where I want, when I want, and doing whatever I want. And the idea of giving that up, 
even to Jesus, it’s threatening.  
 
I think we can acknowledge that. We don’t need to play dumb with God, He is aware of exactly 
what He is calling us to do. But what we find in this passage is that this growing submission is 
exactly what changes these followers of Jesus. Not only changes them, but prepares them for 
what the rest of their life and story is going to look like. Let’s take a look and I think you will see 
what I mean. 
 
Jesus tells them to return to Jerusalem and wait for the Holy Spirit, here is what we see them do. 
 
12 Then they returned to Jerusalem from the mount called Olivet, which is near Jerusalem, a 
Sabbath day's journey away13 And when they had entered, they went up to the upper room, 
where they were staying, Peter and John and James and Andrew, Philip and Thomas, 
Bartholomew and Matthew, James the son of Alphaeus and Simon the Zealot and Judas the 
son of James. 14 All these with one accord were devoting themselves to prayer, together 
with the women and Mary the mother of Jesus, and His brothers.  

Yay, they went home and prayed, and were good to each other, real saints over here. But this is 
a big deal, because what we see here is a growing … 

1. Submission to Jesus’ timing and instructions 

I believe it shows this because of the contrast between the Gospels crew and the Acts crew. I 
can’t help but think what the disciples of the Gospels would have done with Jesus’ command to 
go and wait for the Spirit. I would not categorize them as patient people. 

Toddlers in the back of the car–“Are we there yet?” & smacking each other 

 



 

 

I could totally see the disciples of the Gospels saying, “Yeah I know Jesus told me to go wait, 
but like, you know what would be a really good idea, is to not do that and just get going on this 
thing. We can figure it out on our own. Wouldn’t it be better to go than just wait around?” 

Maybe on the other side of the coin- go home, make some money, meet you back here maybe. 
Or maybe let’s just call it quits. 

But they decided to wait–to submit to His timing and what He told them to do. 

Prayer–garden 

They are learning to submit to what He says, because they trust that what He says is good. 

But the submission doesn’t stop there, it keeps on rolling 

15 In those days Peter stood up among the brothers (the company of persons was in all about 
120) and said, 16 “Brothers, the Scripture had to be fulfilled, which the Holy Spirit spoke 
beforehand by the mouth of David concerning Judas, who became a guide to those who 
arrested Jesus. 17 For he was numbered among us and was allotted his share in this 
ministry.” 18 (Now this man acquired a field with the reward of his wickedness, and falling 
headlong he burst open in the middle and all his bowels gushed out. 19 And it became known 
to all the inhabitants of Jerusalem, so that the field was called in their own language Akeldama 
(AK-EL-Da-MA), that is, Field of Blood.) 20 “For it is written in the Book of Psalms, ‘May his 
camp become desolate, and let there be no one to dwell in it’ and ‘Let another take his office.’” 

Again, a really interesting contrast as the followers of Jesus talk about Judas, the betrayer of 
Jesus. How easily could this have been a Judas roast or gripe session, or this huge regret they 
all felt. “Oh, if only we could have stopped him, imagine where we would be. Things would 
have been on track.” 
 
But instead we see Peter–who in the Gospels looked Jesus in the face when Jesus told him that 
His plan for victory over sin and death could only be accomplished through the giving up of His 
own life, Peter looked Him in the face and said, “You are crazy, we will not let this happen, I will 
die before it does. I will cut off ears for days to keep this from happening”–come to a growing 
understanding that this is how it had to go. This is what was needed to fulfill Scripture. What 
we see here, especially in Peter, but in all of them is a growing… 
 
2. Submission to Jesus’ Plan and Methods 
 
We see Peter and the other followers of Jesus here starting to catch the big picture of what 
Jesus’ plan was, not a small, physical kingdom that would rise and fall, but a Kingdom that 



 

 

would go on forever, but built on a very different set of values. Not a life of power and ease and 
comfort, but a life poured out for the benefit other people. 
 
What kept Peter from standing there and saying Judas was the worst of the worst and he 
ruined everything and there is no recovering? It’s because he is growing in his willingness to 
defer to Jesus’ plan, finally, and embrace His methods to accomplish it.  
 
So as the passage finishes and shows us one more way that these people were growing in 
submission. 
 
21 “So one of the men who have accompanied us during all the time that the Lord Jesus went in 
and out among us, 22 beginning from the baptism of John until the day when He was taken up 
from us—one of these men must become with us a witness to His Resurrection.” 23 And they put 
forward two, Joseph called Barsabbas, who was also called Justus, and Matthias. 24 And they 
prayed and said, “You, Lord, Who know the hearts of all, show which one of these two You have 
chosen 25 to take the place in this ministry and apostleship from which Judas turned aside to go to 
his own place.” 26 And they cast lots for them, and the lot fell on Matthias, and he was numbered 
with the eleven apostles. 

Real quick- don’t get hung up on casting lots-common practice 

Deacon board- Travis raise- roll the dice. 

So don’t get hung up on that, but let’s see what’s actually going on here, an orderly, peaceful, 
Christ-like account of replacing Judas here. And how different is this vibe than most of the time 
in the Gospels. The disciples were constantly fighting about who was most powerful, who got 
to be closest to Jesus, who would be the greatest, and on and on it goes. The disciples of the 
Gospels would have made this whole situation a mess for sure. They would be jockeying for 
their own to get into this spot. They would almost certainly think that they knew what was 
best. It would have been quite the dumpster fire. But instead, what we do see? We see them 
make some really good qualifications, present two different guys as options, and ultimately, let 
God decide. 

3. Submission to Jesus’ Control 

We get this picture of a group of people who are not trying to get their best of a situation, but 
just really want God, Who knows all hearts and what’s best, to decide what happens. And it’s 
coming through a growing submission to His control in their life. And it’s going to take them to 
wild wild places. And I believe that it is not just helpful, but essential. 

See, all this all leads me to a very heavy realization for myself. … 



 

 

I don’t think that the sequence of these events is something to miss, or a coincidence of any 
kind. 

STATEMENT: To become aware of what the Holy spirit is doing, we must be people who are 
willing to submit. 
 
I think this matters so much for us. 
 
Growing group of people, all we want for our life is to live in the power of Spirit, our church to 
function in the power of the Spirit. 
 
I do not think it will happen until we learn to embrace submission. And that’s an easy thing to 
say we want. We are like the Gospel disciples with that. We can talk a big game, but when it 
comes down to it, are we actually willing? I find these categories really helpful in becoming 
aware of where I am in my journey of submission, maybe they can be helpful to you? 
Maybe you look at these and you see an area that obviously you still have a death grip on. 
Maybe you look at all three and see that “Hah. I know that’s true for me.” 
 
Maybe you look at your time and see that you’re not submitted in one of these areas. 
 
Timing- lake 

Methods- foster care, short term missions 

Control- we are addicted to it. If there is a person here who this is not an issue for, I would love 
to meet you, I’ve got questions hah. 

What a shame it would have been for the disciples of the Gospels to keep doing what they 
were doing, and totally miss what’s about to happen in chapter 2. 

And what a shame it would be for us, where we are at right now, with all that God has been 
doing in us, what a shame it would be for us to clench our fists tight around our time and plans 
and control and completely miss what the Spirit is about to do.  

I won’t do it, I think a lot of you won’t do it 

So it means that we need to commit ourselves all the more, to a posture of submission to  
Jesus’ way. 

Response- we want to give you a chance to respond in different ways 

Stand 



 

 

Sing, lift up hands 

Pray somewhere, down on knees? 

Come forward–match the position of your heart 

Bring someone else into this commitment. It’s easy to talk a big game.  

I will give them an undivided heart and put a new Spirit in them; I will remove from them their 
heart of stone and give them a heart of flesh. Then they will follow My decrees and be careful to 
keep My laws. They will be My people, and I will be their God.” (Ezekiel 11:19-20) 
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 FOLLOW UP FROM LAST WEEK’S LIVE IT OUT QUESTIONS 
 

The last time your group met, was there anything you committed to doing after reflecting on 
Scripture during your group? Did you follow through with that commitment, what steps did 
you take (or not take), and is there any way we can help? 

 

 GET TO KNOW EACH OTHER (USE JUST ONE OR ALL OF THESE QUESTIONS TO CONNECT AS YOU START YOUR CONVERSATION)  
 

  

 QUICK REVIEW (OPPORTUNITY FOR PEOPLE TO SHARE WHAT MOST STOOD OUT FROM SUNDAY’S MESSAGE) 
 

Looking back at your notes from this week’s message, was there anything you heard that caught your 
attention, encouraged, challenged, or confused you? 
 

 DIG DEEPER (OBSERVATIONS FROM THE SCRIPTURE OR COMPLEMENTARY SCRIPTURES FROM SUNDAY’S MESSAGE) 
 

 
12 Then they returned to Jerusalem from the mount called Olivet, which is near Jerusalem, a Sabbath day's 
journey away. 13 And when they had entered, they went up to the upper room, where they were staying, Peter 
and John and James and Andrew, Philip and Thomas, Bartholomew and Matthew, James the son of Alphaeus 
and Simon the Zealot and Judas the son of James. 14 All these with one accord were devoting themselves to 
prayer, together with the women and Mary the mother of Jesus, and His brothers. 

 

What sticks out to you the most about this season in the life of the early disciples? What 
do you think it was like when they met together? 
 

Why is it important to notice that they were continually united in prayer (v. 14)? 
   

It must have been a bit of an anxious time for these followers of Jesus. They had seen 
Jesus be crucified, then witnessed the Resurrection and ascension. Jesus had told 
them to go back to Jerusalem and wait for the Holy Spirit. As they were waiting, they 
were praying, seeking to align their hearts and desires with God’s will. 

   

Have you ever felt like you were in a holding pattern—waiting for God to act in some 
situation in your life? Why is that a difficult thing to do? 
 

Why it is helpful to have other people around you during that time? 
 

When we feel like we are waiting on God, we might be tempted to be frustrated at His 
timing or even lose hope that He will act at all. During those times, we begin to see the 

1 
Who is one person you would likely ask for advice if you had a big decision to make? Why  
that person? 

1 Someone read ACTS 1:12-14. 
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gift of community around us. As we live, hope, and pray together, we can faithfully 
remind each other of God’s promises. We can also encourage each other to make sure 
we are waiting in an active rather than passive fashion.  

 

 
15 In those days Peter stood up among the brothers (the company of persons was in all about 120) and 
said,16 “Brothers, the Scripture had to be fulfilled, which the Holy Spirit spoke beforehand by the mouth of David 
concerning Judas, who became a guide to those who arrested Jesus. 17 For he was numbered among us and was 
allotted his share in this ministry.” 18 (Now this man acquired a field with the reward of his wickedness, and falling 
headlong he burst open in the middle and all his bowels gushed out. 19 And it became known to all the inhabitants of 
Jerusalem, so that the field was called in their own language Akeldama, that is, Field of Blood.)20 “For it is written in the 
Book of Psalms, “‘May his camp become desolate, and let there be no one to dwell in it’; and “‘Let another take his 
office.’ 21 So one of the men who have accompanied us during all the time that the Lord Jesus went in and out among 
us,22 beginning from the baptism of John until the day when He was taken up from us—one of these men must become 
with us a witness to His Resurrection.” 23 And they put forward two, Joseph called Barsabbas, who was also 
called Justus, and Matthias. 24 And they prayed and said, “You, Lord, who know the hearts of all, show which one of 
these two you have chosen 25 to take the place in this ministry and apostleship from which Judas turned aside to go to 
his own place.” 26 And they cast lots for them, and the lot fell on Matthias, and he was numbered with the eleven 
apostles. 
 

How do you see the early church being active while they were waiting for God to move? 
 

While the church could have simply waited, they chose to take an active stance. They had lost 
one of the early disciples in a terrible fashion. They resolved, during this period of waiting, to 
replace him with someone else. 

 

What was the significance of Peter said in vs. 15-20, regarding what happened to Judas? 
 

How do you see the disciples surrendering to Jesus, and at the same time trusting in the 
sovereignty of God? 

  

 LIVE IT OUT (DISCUSS HOW YOU CAN LIVE OUT THE TRUTHS YOU JUST OBSERVED IN SCRIPTURE)  
 

1 
What circumstance(s) are you in the middle of or might be coming your way that you need to 
submit your timing, plans, and control over to Jesus? 

 

2 When your way of dealing with a challenge conflicts with how you know Jesus wants you to 
approach it, how do you move forward when you don’t know how it will turn out? 

 

3 If what we looked at in God’s Word is true, what needs to change in your life? 
 

 CLOSING PRAYER 
If you have not already done so, take some time to share needs and praises to your group so that you can 
pray for one another, both during your group and throughout the week.  
 

 NEXT WEEK: Acts 2:1-12 
Take some time before Sunday to pray that God would use next Sunday’s message and worship service to 
transform the minds and lives of those who participate in it. Remember to take good notes during the 
message so you are ready to add to the discussion your home group will have! 
 

2 Someone read ACTS 1:15-26. 
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 PRAISE/PRAYER REQUESTS (TRY TO HAVE ONE OR A FEW PEOPLE PRAY FOR ONE TOPIC AT A TIME) 
Use this space or the back of this paper to write the requests and find a way to share those with the group 
so you can be praying for each other during the week. 
 

 TIPS ON GROUP PRAYER 
PRAY FOR ONE TOPIC AT A TIME: Anyone in the group is free to introduce a prayer request or praise during the 
prayer time. Once a topic is introduced, the group focuses on that request alone. Once it's covered, the group moves on 
to the next request or praise. 
 

PRAY MORE THAN ONCE: If your group is focusing on one topic at a time, each person is encouraged to pray several 
times during the prayer time for those topics they feel most led to pray about. No one should be required to pray.  
 

KEEP PRAYERS SHORT AND SIMPLE: Group prayer goes better when members keep their prayers short and to the 
point. When someone prays for a long time, it's hard for the other members to stay focused and long prayers tend to 
intimidate those who are just learning to pray out loud in a group. 
 

How to Use this Discussion Guide 
This guide is meant to serve you and your group as you intentionally create a healthy environment for Gospel 
community, growing in friendship, and becoming like Jesus together. Use the guide as a tool to help your unique group. 
 

With that in mind, please review the guide before your group meets to see if some content or questions might resonate 
more or less with your group. Don’t feel the need to ask every question during your group discussion. This guide is not 
meant to be something you power through for the sake of completing. Pick the content from the guide you feel will help 
your group grow in Gospel community. In addition, spend some time praying for your group each week, preparing your 
heart, and asking God for wisdom and guidance as you lead. We are praying for you too! 
 

Visit cpmodesto.org/groupleaders to download the sermon discussion guide every week. Not in a Home Group, but 
want to be in one? Visit cpmodesto.org/homegroups and use the Home Group Finder! 
 

 COMMENTARY 
 

ACTS 1:12-26 
 

1:12-13. Luke 6:14-16 provides the same list of disciples. The lists in Mark and Matthew are similar, except for differences in the names of 
two disciples between Luke-Acts and Mark and Matthew. Several disciples had alternative names (Simon/Peter, Matthew/Levi; cp. v. 23), 
possibly accounting for differences between the lists. Simon the Zealot of Luke-Acts is probably Simon the Cananean, and Judas the son of 
James in Luke-Acts may be Thaddaeus. 
 

1:18-19. The differences between the two New Testament accounts of Judas’s death (here and Matthew 27:3-8) should not be 
overemphasized. Both agree that he died a shameful death and that a field was named after his traitorous deed. Matthew 27:5 says Judas 
hanged himself, while the present passage says he fell headfirst and burst open. Possibly after he hanged himself, Judas’s body decayed and 
fell from the rope, bursting open. 
 

1:21-23. The person selected to take Judas’s place had to have accompanied the disciples throughout the course of Jesus’ ministry (from His 
baptism to His ascension), thus assuring that he could speak about things he had seen personally. 
 

1:24-26. The disciples prayed for God to make clear to them which person He had chosen as a successor for Judas. The casting of lots was 
an acceptable method for making decisions in the era before the Holy Spirit was given. The sovereign Lord superintended the event, 
ensuring that the lot fell in such a way as to identify His chosen man. 
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